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Schecter 387 Blackjack Atx SOLO-II VRS Electric Guitars. Customer Reviews, including Product Star
Ratings help customers to learn more about the product and decide whether it is the right product for
them. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple

average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzed reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews. All reviewers. Text,

image, video. 6 total ratings, 6 with reviews. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
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again later. From the United States. Reviewed in the United States on July 1, 2017. Guitar arrived
cosmetically sound and well packaged. Had serious fret buzz when playing the middle frets. Tweaking
the action didn't do anything. Come to find out, the neck had a pretty serious up-bow. Guitar needed a
whole new set up in order to play somewhat well. Would expect that from a mexi-strat, not a blackjack.

One person found this helpful. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading comments right now.
Please try again later. Reviewed in the United States on November 7, 2016. Great guitar, neck needed

adjustment because it was too straight. Hated the active pickups at first but once I got used to the tones I
actually really enjoy them. Really need a lot of gain to truly shine and a little grainy but they sound

awesome in recordings. Honestly always been a Gibson guy but this guitar stands equal against much
higher priced les pauls. One person found this helpful. Showing 0 comments. There was a problem

loading comments right now. Please try again later. From other countries. farmerbrad. 5.0 out of 5 stars
Schecter Guitars Rock! Reviewed in Canada on March 19, 2018. Another great guitar from Schecter! I
bought a Hellraiser with the EMG's last year. thought I'd try the Seymour Duncan Blackouts in this baby.
This Blackjack is a beautiful guitar, not as much bling value as the Hellraiser, but gorgeous in it's own
way. black chrome hardware on a black guitar with a black ebony fretboard and black active pickups.
Everything about this guitar screams quality. from the way the volume and tone pots feel to the overall

build quality, tone, and playabilty. Hard to do a direct A/B on the pickups compared to the EMG's as the
scale length of the guitars is different. 25.5 vs 24.75 (Fender vs Gibson). it really does make a

difference. Both sound really good clean or with a bit of dirt, but both are hard rock/metal monsters when
the gain is cranked and it starts getting loud. that's what they're made for! Locking tuners, active

Duncan's, Mahogany and Ebony, Binding, and a heavy beast. almost 10 pounds of kick ass guitar. I love
it! Follow up. after about two weeks in my home now, the guitar needs a bit of a truss rod tweak, neck's a

little too straight. No biggie, will do that tomorrow. Did the truss rod adjustment. counter clockwise until
neutral, then about 1 turn counter clockwise to put just a bit of relief (fore-bow) into the neck. perfect!
Probably to be expected as the guitar sat in a warehouse for a good two years, and then did a major

climate change overnight when delivered to me. farmerbrad. 5.0 out of 5 stars Schecter Guitars Rock!
Reviewed in Canada on March 19, 2018. Another great guitar from Schecter! I bought a Hellraiser with

the EMG's last year. thought I'd try the Seymour Duncan Blackouts in this baby. This Blackjack is a
beautiful guitar, not as much bling value as the Hellraiser, but gorgeous in it's own way. black chrome

hardware on a black guitar with a black ebony fretboard and black active pickups. Everything about this
guitar screams quality. from the way the volume and tone pots feel to the overall build quality, tone, and

playabilty. Hard to do a direct A/B on the pickups compared to the EMG's as the scale length of the
guitars is different. 25.5 vs 24.75 (Fender vs Gibson). it really does make a difference. Both sound really

good clean or with a bit of dirt, but both are hard rock/metal monsters when the gain is cranked and it
starts getting loud. that's what they're made for! Locking tuners, active Duncan's, Mahogany and Ebony,

Binding, and a heavy beast. almost 10 pounds of kick ass guitar. I love it! Follow up. after about two
weeks in my home now, the guitar needs a bit of a truss rod tweak, neck's a little too straight. No biggie,

will do that tomorrow. Did the truss rod adjustment. counter clockwise until neutral, then about 1 turn
counter clockwise to put just a bit of relief (fore-bow) into the neck. perfect! Probably to be expected as
the guitar sat in a warehouse for a good two years, and then did a major climate change overnight when
delivered to me. Images in this review. Amazon Customer. 5.0 out of 5 stars Fantastic Guitar! Reviewed
in Canada on January 20, 2017. I took this guitar out of the box and all I had to do was tune it, it was set

up incredibly well out of the box and the blackouts loaded into the guitar sound fantastic. It sounds far
better than my schecter with EMG's and even my Gibson explorer with their own pickups.. I love the

shape and style of the guitar, it's a bit on the heavy side but that's to be expected as it's not as thin of a
body as other Schecter models. The glow in the dark fret markers are also a nice touch. The satin black
is a lovely finish, personally I like the red wood model of this guitar better, but I got an excellent deal on

this one that I couldn't pass up! My only complaint about this guitar is that it did not come with the
pickguard shown in the picture. Not a deal breaker by any means as it has no impact on

quality/playability, but it was a nice aesthetic addition I would have liked. I also bought mine used from
the Amazon Warehouse deals so maybe it was lost. Also the pickguard is an optional installation so if

you like the guitar better without you don't need to put it on! 2 people found this helpful. Jani Jansson. 5.0
out of 5 stars Solidly built and feels very nice to play. Reviewed in Canada on May 6, 2016. Solidly built
and feels very nice to play. Action and other settings were pretty good already out of the box too. The

pick shield (or face plate or something like that) the guitar came with was of wrong type (to another body
type I guess), but I wouldn't use it anyway, so I didn't mind. Already had a Charvel Desolation series



guitar and acoustic GWL, and this Schecter has quickly become my main guitar to pick up and play.
Very happy with it! Would've loved to get a strap and bag with it, but got those separately from Amazon
and this way you have at least more freedom of choice - and don't have to pay for things you possibly

don't need. 
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